SETTING UP YOUR NET
1. Lay your net across your chosen playing area (if possible, avoid having
either side of the court facing the sun; a north/south playing area is usually
best).

2. Connect the 4 numbered pole segments on each end of the net, with 1
being the base 4 being the top segment.
*After initial setup, we suggest leaving the top pole inside the net sleeve and
poles 2 & 3 connected at a setting short enough to fit in the bag).

3. Slide the end posts through the net sleeve with the anchor hook through
the small slit at the top.

4. Attach the center loop of your guy lines to the anchor hook and extend the
two ends to form a “V”. Slide the line tensioner away from each stake to
allow for easier adjustments and push stakes into the ground at a slight
angle with the top of the stake slanted away from the net.

5. Adjust poles 2 & 3 to the approximate height of the tallest player and use
the slide tensioners on each side to tighten the net while ensuring that both
ends of the frame are vertical and square to the ground.

PLACING YOUR BOUNDARY MARKERS
1. Find the center hole in the two yellow sideline markers (the no-spike
zone holes are each 5′ from the center hole) and using a boundary stake
secure it to the ground on the outside edge of the net frame.

2. Continue placing your boundaries with the stakes sharing grommet holes
on the shorter yellow end lines and the black no-spike zone lines. After first
“eyeballing” square lines, adjustments can be made to achieve a near perfect
rectangle.
3. The “extra” grommet holes in the boundary markers are used for singles
play. If you intend to switch between doubles and singles, be sure to align
these holes with the singles sleeve.

* The yellow cones are included to allow for quicker setup using “imaginary”
lines. Using the sideline boundary marker for measurements, place cones at
each corner as well as marking the no-spike zone. Connecting the cones with
a line drawn in the sand is often used for beach play.

More of a visual learner? Visit sandypickle.com to watch the setup video!

